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Abstract—Robots that can assist in the Activities of Daily Liv-
ing (ADL), such as dressing, may support older adults, addressing
the needs of an aging population in the face of a growing shortage
of care professionals. Using depth cameras during robot-assisted
dressing can lead to occlusions and loss of user tracking which
may result in unsafe trajectory planning or prevent the planning
task proceeding altogether. For the dressing task of putting on a
jacket, which is addressed in this work, tracking of the arm is
lost when the user’s hand enters the jacket which may lead to
unsafe situations for the user and a poor interaction experience.
Using motion tracking data, free from occlusions, gathered from
a human-human interaction (HHI) study on an assisted dressing
task, recurrent neural network models were built to predict the
elbow position of a single arm based on other features of the
user pose. The best features for predicting the elbow position
were explored by using regression trees indicating the hips and
shoulder as possible predictors. Engineered features were also
created based on observations of real dressing scenarios and
their effectiveness explored. Comparison between position and
orientation based datasets was also included in this study. A
12-fold cross-validation was performed for each feature set and
repeated 20 times to improve statistical power. Using position-
based data the elbow position could be predicted with a 4.1cm
error but adding engineered features reduced the error to 2.4cm.
Adding orientation information to the data did not improve the
accuracy and aggregating univariate response models failed to
make significant improvements. The model was evaluated on
Kinect data for a robot dressing task and although not without
issues, demonstrates potential for this application. Although this
has been demonstrated for jacket dressing, the technique could
be applied to a number of different situations during occluded
tracking.
Index Terms—HRI, Safety, Motion Tracking, Pose Prediction,
Deep Learning
I. INTRODUCTION
ROBOTS that are capable of assisting humans in activitiesof daily living (ADL) may become a valuable resource in
an aging population. The implications of an aging population
are a lower proportion of people working and able to provide
care for the demographic of those in need. Support with
dressing for those with aging-related impairments, is a key
area where assistive technology could help.
This work is done as part of the I-DRESS1 project which
aims to provide multi-modal interactive dressing assistance
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Fig. 1. Showing garment-occlusion where the tracking is lost when the hand
enters the jacket.
to users with limited upper-body mobility. In this paper we
explore the problem of arm tracking when a robot equipped
with a depth camera is assisting a person with jacket dressing,
resulting in garment-occlusion and how this can be restored
using predictive neural-network models. Garment-occlusion
happens when the item of clothing is in close proximity to
the user and the edges of the user become less well defined
and tracking is lost, see Fig. 1. Self-occlusion can also occur
when the line-of-sight of the depth camera is blocked by the
user, usually from a body rotation or bringing a limb in front
of or behind the torso or another limb. Self-occlusion may
occur during robot-assisted dressing if the user turns away
from the camera preventing line-of-sight of the camera to the
tracked limb. Robot-occlusion typically occurs when the robot
intersects the line-of-sight of the depth camera to the user,
and is another important area for dressing but is not explored
in this work. This is particularly important if the camera is
located on the robot and the robot arms may move in front of
the camera. If tracking of the arm is lost as the hand enters the
jacket, the robot will not be able to plan the trajectory to the
elbow, so this paper focuses on restoring the elbow marker.
The main contributions of this paper are the identification of
features that can be used to predict the user’s elbow position,
a neural network topology that can be used for prediction and
a method on how this might be achieved in a real dressing
scenario with a Kinect camera.
II. PROBLEM AND HYPOTHESIS
Tracking the user in any HRI task is necessary for trajectory
planning, collision avoidance and ensuring user safety. During
2Fig. 2. Showing elbow tracking during a dressing task for Kinect and Xsens
data sources simultaneously in the x, y and z axes (top to bottom).
a dressing task the user may be in close or physical contact
with the robot leading to occlusions. The Kinect camera is
widely used in the robotics community for user tracking but
may suffer from occlusions in such ADL tasks.
This is the case when, for example, the hand of the user
enters the sleeve during dressing of a jacket. A test to illustrate
this problem was undertaken using both the Kinect camera and
an Xsens motion tracking suit used for ground truth, where the
joint markers from both data sources could be simultaneously
compared. Fig. 2 shows the elbow position in a time series
during a dressing task for all axes indicating a mean error
in the Kinect data of 3.9-5.3cm with a maximum of around
43cm in the z-axis. The data shows that around time sample
30, occlusion of the user occurs and the Kinect data drifts
away from the Xsens ground truth by a significant margin. It
is at this point in the dressing sequence that restoration of the
elbow marker would be especially beneficial.
A strategy for dealing with this issue could be using
several cameras and using an algorithm to provide the skeleton
data which has the highest probability [18]. Data persistence
could be used to predict the elbow from the previous known
coordinates but this may become unreliable especially if the
user moves significantly in the period when tracking is lost.
A. The Elbow Marker
The important markers for jacket dressing are; hand, elbow
and shoulder. During the initial stages of dressing the hand
is an important target for the robot but is generally not
occluded until the hand enters the jacket at which point the
location of the hand is unimportant as the next target is the
elbow. The movement of the hand once inside the jacket
is relatively unconstrained as the jacket is only gripped at
the opening of the sleeve and movement of the hand will
be unconstrained by the robot. Any movement of the hand
inside the jacket is therefore of little concern from a safety or
comfort perspective. From experimentation it is observed that
the shoulder is a relatively stable marker even when occlusion
happens. Therefore the choice to restore the elbow marker
is the motivation behind this work as it is the marker most
affected by occlusion and will be most beneficial for trajectory
planning.
In this paper we hypothesize that a data centric approach
can be used to restore the elbow position by using other
features of the user’s pose. An assessment of the features
important to predicting the elbow position was undertaken.
Using these features, machine learning techniques were used
to predict the elbow position and determine the accuracy to a
set of validation data. Following this, a k-fold cross-validation
method was used for determining generalization of the model.
The model was then tested on real data in a robot-assisted
dressing task using the Kinect camera.
III. RELATED WORK
Typically, assistive robotics use some form of vision-based
method for localization, user tacking and trajectory planning
and any form of occlusion of the user can result in failure of
this method. Existing techniques for tracking people in situ-
ations where occlusion can occur is well documented, Wang
et al. [25] modified a sliding window approach to estimate
where in a 2D image the occlusion is and implementing
a part-based detection on the un-occluded area. Cucchiara
et al. [6] use probabilistic functions and appearance models
designed to track users in indoor situations for detecting
people falling or lying motionless [7] claiming the system
works well with self-occlusions and user shape changing.
Considering the more specific case of skeletal tracking of
people the issue of occlusions has been explored by using
motion information implemented using optical flow between
intensity images [22]. Although Schwarz et. al. [22] deal
with restoration of skeletal markers during self-occlusion, for
dressing related tasks garment-occlusion will be a bigger issue
that is addressed in this paper.
The technologies associated with robotics implemented for
assisted living are being investigated for the range of ADL
including walking [13] and guidance [8], nursing [20], sit-
to-stand [23][3], bathing [21], and feeding [2][28]. There
are several groups pursuing research interests specifically in
the area of dressing, some of whom deal especially with
occlusions. Gao et al. show how adapting to user requirements
during dressing for path optimization [11] and minimizing end
effector force [27] could be useful in dressing especially for
vulnerable users. The same group also proposed user modeling
for path planning [12] using a top-view depth camera on a
sleeveless jacket which minimizes the issues with garment-
occlusion due to the lack of a garment sleeve. Erickson et al.
[9] argue that vulnerabilities of the user could be inferred from
physics-based simulations used to train predictive models,
such as the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network, on
the end effector data (force, torque, velocity) which has the
benefit of not suffering from occlusion issues if relying solely
on these inputs. They validated this approach with a hospital
gown dressing task on 10 participants [10]. Twardon et al. [24]
also acknowledge the issues with occlusion and self-occlusion,
proposing the use of a human model and the trajectories
planned around a body-centric policy space, demonstrated
3with anthropomorphic hands dressing a hat onto a mannequin
head. Their planning algorithm was tested in various head
orientations to vary the amount of self-occlusion and found
reasonable results. Vision free, and hence occlusion free,
dressing using a data driven approach to dressing a hospital
gown has shown good results [15]. Although limited to a single
axis HMM models that classify dressing have demonstrated
>98% accuracy trained on time-series force data of the end
effector. Many other scenarios may experience problems with
occlusions in real operating conditions such as in t-shirt [17]
or trouser [26] dressing tasks.
IV. METHOD
The dataset used in this work was collected during a
dressing task [4] where 12 users were given assistance from
another human posing as a robot, see Fig. 3. The users
were wearing a motion tracking suit (Xsens) to interpret the
position and orientation of 23 points on the body. In the
task, the user was asked to put on a jacket with the help of
the ‘robot’ several times. Each user put the coat on 3 times
over 4 conditions; sitting and standing combined with normal
mobility and restricted elbow movement, totaling 12 times per
person. The height of the users varied in the range of 145-
185cm. Each dressing task took approximately 40s and the
motion capture system was recording data at 50Hz resulting
in 320k time samples. The position and orientation were set
to Euclidean and quaternion (7 channels per skeleton node)
totaling 161 variables. The dataset size was therefore 50.5x106
samples. This dataset was a particularly useful reference as
the motion tracking suit does not suffer from any type of
occlusion.
A. Data Preparation & Notation
Data preparation was as follows: the training data was
tagged with each user’s unique identifier number so that
individual dressing patterns could be observed. For each user,
Fig. 3. Training data for this work was gathered from a human-human
interaction study where 12 users were given assistance with putting on a
jacket whilst wearing an Xsens motion tracking suit.
the position data for each marker were calculated referenced to
the pelvis, removing any absolute offset issues associated with
observed drift in the Xsens data. The elbow was removed from
the training set and used as the response variable. In the data,
each skeleton marker was given a unique identifier prefixed
with S for sensor followed by the sensor number listed in
Table I. The ID is suffixed with two further letters, either p
for position (xyz) or o for quaternion orientation (wxyz).
B. Feature Selection - Multivariate Response
Feature selection is a useful exercise to reduce large datasets
to more manageable ones or simply to identify features in the
data that best represent the underlying pattern one wishes to
represent. For this jacket dressing scenario, the 161 features
from the Xsens motion tracking suit would be difficult to
attain online using a depth camera. Therefore a regression
tree analysis was undertaken to find the pertinent features to
this problem. Considering the application of this technology
in dressing, we align the features of the training data to
those that might be available at deployment. In this example
the Microsoft Kinect camera (version 1) is considered in
combination with a standard ROS interfaced skeleton tracker,
e.g. openni tracker2. The Xsens based training data has a
23 point skeletal representation compared to the Kinect’s 15
point, and many of the markers are co-located and directly
interchangeable apart from the pelvis which is assumed to
lie at the midpoint between the Left and Right Hip markers.
Table I gives a breakdown of all the Xsens markers and the
Kinect counterpart where appropriate.
A regression tree model was used to find the dominant
features for predicting the elbow position (multivariate re-
sponse: xyz) using only the markers available to the Kinect.
Kinect version 1 does not have orientation data available, so
all orientation vectors were removed from the training data.
The normalized feature importance from the regression tree
analysis is shown in Fig. 4 for two cases; when the left hand
is included as a feature (upper graph) and when it is excluded
from the training data (lower graph). The mannequin icon
2http://wiki.ros.org/openni tracker/
TABLE I
SKELETON TRACKER MARKERS
Xsens ID Xsens Description Kinect Equivalent
1 Pelvis nonea
2-4 Spine Torso
5 Sternum none
6 Neck Neck
7 Head Head
12/8 Collar Bone (L/R) noneb
13/9 Shoulder (L/R) Shoulder
14/10 Elbow (L/R) Elbow
15/11 Hand (L/R) Hand
20/16 Hip (L/R) Hip
21/17 Knee (L/R) Knee
22/18 Heel (L/R) Foot
23/19 Toe (L/R) none
a Can be taken from the mid point between hips.
b Neck will be slightly higher than collar bone.
4(inset Fig. 4) highlights the dominant features with 5% or
more importance.
The dominant features for prediction of the left elbow are
the position vectors of the left hand x, y and z respectively.
This is perhaps somewhat unsurprising given the proximity to
the elbow and suggests that movement of the hand is usually
linked with movement of the elbow. The right hip marker
and left shoulder are in rank 4th and 5th. The hip-shoulder
combination may be attributed to a twist or stretch in the torso
that accompanies the elbow movement, changing the relative
distance between these markers when the elbow is moved.
In a real dressing task implemented using a depth camera the
hand will likely be occluded and this data will not be available.
However, the hand could be estimated from the position of the
end effector at the time the occlusion first happened and even
estimated as the end effector moves with limited accuracy.
In the second case we assume that no information about
the hand is available, Fig. 4 lower graph, the right hip then
becomes the dominant feature, followed by the left shoulder
and the right hand in rank 4. The right hand is an interesting
outcome to this analysis, and does actually appear in the ’with-
hand’ data above in rank 8. This suggests that the right hand,
although only having ∼5% normalized importance, has some
predictive power for the elbow position. The inclusion of the
hand may come from using the other arm as a balance during
dressing or possibly due to a repeated sequence that all users
go through when dressing. This may be important to consider
if tracking of both arms is lost simultaneously.
C. Features for Univariate Response - Single Axis Position
Of further interest might be the features that are important
to predict a single position component of the elbow (univariate
response) rather than for predicting all three axes simultane-
ously as above (multivariate response). The regression tree
analysis was repeated for predicting the elbow position for x,
y and z independently, i.e. a single output rather than three.
For consistency the same restrictions around the inputs are
maintained, no orientation data and hand and elbow removed.
The univariate response is explored to understand the contribu-
tion and confidence interval to the elbow estimation for each
position component and also to determine if a multivariate
model can be trained to the same skill level as three univari-
ate response models. There may also be advantages during
deployment of the univariate approach, as missing data in a
multivariate response model may lead to complete prediction
failure whereas individual models may not suffer the same
fate.
Table II shows the 5 most important features in rank order
for predicting the elbow position, Φ, independently (univariate
response) for x, y and z in columns 2-4 and for all axes
(multivariate response) in column 5. For prediction of the
elbow in the x-axis, Φ(x), the tree regression indicates that
five features comprise 68% of the total normalized importance,
coming from the shoulder, hip, hand and head. It is noted that
these features are all in the top 5 for the multivariate response.
The distribution of the left elbow x-position is very broad, see
Fig. 5 upper overlapping with values for both y and z axes,
Fig. 4. Normalized feature importance for prediction of left elbow position
(xyz), when considering the left hand as an input (upper) and when excluded
(lower).
which may explain why predictors of the elbow for Φ(x) are
seen in Φ(xyz). For Φ(y), the head marker is dropped in favor
of the right elbow and interestingly contains several markers
from the x-axis and some markers not seen in either such as
the right elbow. Φ(z) has the neck in the top 5 not being seen
Fig. 5. Showing the normalized probability distribution of position (m)
relative to the pelvis for the right (upper) and left (lower) elbow.
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FEATURE IMPORTANCE GIVEN IN RANK ORDER FOR PREDICTION OF ELBOW POSITION (Φ) FOR UNIVARIATE AND MULTIVARIATE RESPONSE. Σ(NI)
INDICATES SUM OF NORMALIZED IMPORTANCE FOR THE TOP 5 FEATURES.
Rank Φ(x) Φ(y) Φ(z) Φ(xyz)
1 left shoulder (13Px) left shoulder (13Py) left shoulder (13Pz) right hip (20Px)
2 right hip (20Px) right hip (20Px) head (7Pz) left shoulder (13Pz)
3 head (7Px) right elbow (10Py) right hand (11Pz) left shoulder (13Px)
4 right hand (11Px) right hand (11Px) head (7Px) right hand (11Px)
5 left shoulder (13Py) right elbow (10Px) neck (6Pz) head (7Px)
Σ(NI) 0.683 0.684 0.723 0.570
in any other category so far.
D. Engineered Features
Following observations of the video footage of the assisted
dressing experiment, a number of additional features were
noted as possibly being relevant to key stages in the dressing
task. The user’s hand would often start low down, near the
waist at the start of the task and finish quite high, near the
head so the ratio of the hand position relative to the user’s
head was included. It was also noted that the user would
often lean or twist their torso during dressing so the shoulder
position relative to the head was also included. If orientation
data is available then adding in the user’s look direction (head
orientation) is a valuable indicator of which arm of the jacket
the user wishes to dress. Adding torso orientation would also
contribute to the torso twist and lean mentioned above.
E. Feature Sets
To easily assess the predictive power of the different fea-
tures, they are divided into two main groups; position based
data and position and orientation based data. This is done to
align with the different technology levels in tracking hardware,
i.e. Kinect I is position only but Kinect II has some orientation
information. Within these two groups we have the option of
adding the engineered features explained above and ensure
that only position based engineered features are included in
position based feature set. The feature sets are labeled: P -
for position only features, PF - for position only with the
engineered features added, PO - for position and orientation
features, POF - position and orientation with engineered
features added. P and PF features sets are suitable for the
Kinect I with PO and POF for the Kinect II.
V. PREDICTIVE MODELLING
Using a Python environment in Jupyter Notebooks, Scikit-
learn [19] was used alongside Keras [5] using TensorFlow [1]
as a backend to train a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
network for predicting the left elbow position given the feature
sets explored above. This network was chosen for its ability
to work with time series data. A number of fully connected
LSTM layers were fed into an output layer with 1 or 3 outputs
depending on the response variable; 3 for the multivariate
response Φ(xyz) and 1 for the univariate responses, Φ(x),
etc. The standard rectified linear unit (relu) was used for
activation of the hidden layers but linear activation for the
Fig. 6. Results of elbow tracking on unseen data.
output layer. The Adam optimizer was used with the mean-
squared error loss function. Hyperparameter tuning was done
via grid search for batch size, hidden layers, hidden units as
well as L1/L2 and rnn dropout regularization. For most cases
the model parameters favored 2 LSTM layers with 10-200
hidden units with 50-60% dropout and a batch size of 5000
and a sample window of 4ms. The root mean square error
(RMSE) was used as the main performance metric.
Using unseen data from the position and orientation feature
set, the elbow position (multivariate) was estimated and over-
laid on the original data for comparison, see Fig. 6. These
results show good tracking of the elbow position, with an
RMSE around 2cm (upper left inset in each graph) apart from
when the elbow is at very acute angles where it approaches
5cm. The test was repeated using the top 10 features predicted
from the regression tree analysis and the difference in error
was less than 0.5cm validating the feature importance method.
The error in the elbow position might be reduced further
with a more complex network or more training data or it may
be due to the particular unseen user data who may have had
a particular style of dressing. This second hypothesis can be
tested with cross-validation.
A. Cross-Validation
Cross-validation is a proven technique for assessing model
performance over a given dataset. Kohavi argues for the
use of 10-fold stratified (class balanced) cross-validation and
claims no further improvement is necessarily made by going
6beyond this value, depending on certain model constraints
[16]. However, since the dataset used in this study consists
of 12 individual users, there is an opportunity to observe
the generalization of the model to different user’s dressing
patterns.
For each fold, one set of the user’s data was reserved for
testing, leaving approximately 92% for training a multivariate
response model, Φ(xyz). In each case the training data was
shuffled, the model was trained and the statistics on the RMSE
are calculated for 20 repetitions per fold resulting in 240
training cycles in total per feature set, see Fig. 7. The results
are quite reassuring, as regardless of the test set the RMSE
value is relatively consistent, indicating no significant differ-
ence in error rate between users. This is with the exception
of users 1 and 8 whose confidence intervals do not overlap
but the resulting difference in error is approximately 2mm.
This might suggest that people in our study all dressed in a
similar fashion or that the network was able to learn these
differences. The analysis indicates the RMSE in predicting
the elbow position is on average 0.041m with a minimum of
0.038m and a maximum of 0.044m.
The cross-validation analysis was repeated for the remaining
feature sets, again using 12-fold holdout with 20 repetitions
per user, see Fig 8. The addition of the engineered features
to the positional data (PF ) significantly improves the error
to an average of 0.024m compared to 0.041m when using the
position only data (P ). The position and orientation feature
set (PO) indicates an average error of 0.028m, lower than P
but not significantly better than PF . Adding the engineered
features to the PO set resulted in an average error of 0.023m
but not a statistically significant improvement over PF . This
analysis would suggest that adding the engineered features to
the position only feature set gives the same predictive power
as including orientation information and possibly with greater
consistency given the small confidence intervals.
It would appear that the addition of the orientation features
does not improve prediction performance. However, adding the
orientation data more than doubles the feature vectors which
may require additional training and hyperparameter tuning. In
Fig. 7. RMSE of predicted elbow position using the PO (position only)
feature set and multivariate response. Whiskers extend to 1.5 IQR.
addition to exploring the different feature sets, the effect of
response type on RMSE was analyzed for the PF dataset
using the same cross-validation technique. Fig. 9 shows the
RMSE of the elbow position against the 4 response types; the
multivariate case RMSE(xyz) 0.024m, and the univariate cases
RMSE(x) 0.025m, RMSE(y) 0.027m and RMSE(z) 0.016m.
This shows that the error in the y axis (0.027m) is higher than
in the x (0.025m) axis and that the error in the z axis (0.016m)
is much lower than both x and y. Overall the improvement
in RMSE between the multivariate and univariate case is not
statistically significant with a reduction in error of 1mm in
favor of the aggregated univariate model.
B. Operation with Kinect Camera
To understand if the model could work with data from a
Kinect camera in a robot dressing task, a small sample of
data was collected. The Baxter robot was used to help dress a
user with a rain jacket and the skeleton tracking data was
recorded from the Kinect and Xsens motion tracker for a
ground truth reference, see Fig. 10. For the Y and Z axes the
maximum tracking error is significantly reduced. However for
Fig. 8. RMSE of elbow position for the different feature sets: P Position
only, PF position and engineered features, PO position and orientation and
POF position, orientation and engineered features.
Fig. 9. RMSE of elbow position for multivariate and univariate responses for
the PF feature set.
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Fig. 10. Assessing model performance on Kinect data.
the X axis the prediction does not do as well which may have
been due to calibration of the system prior to recording. The
Kinect data also suffers from noise which could be improved
with some filtering. The user’s legs were static during the test
but the Kinect markers were occasionally seen moving up to
10cm either side of the pelvis and this would impact on the
prediction accuracy.
Overall, the results show good generalization for predicting
the elbow position across different users (Fig. 7). Dependent
on the type of garment being dressed, there may be a certain
amount of free movement allowing a degree of error in
the position. However, this margin of allowable error would
diminish when fitting tighter clothing. In this case, adding
additional inputs to the system, such as force or end effector
position, could be investigated. In addition, no account of the
user size and body shape was used for data scaling which could
further improve accuracy. Also, implementing a biomechanical
model of the arm to limit the solution space, see [14], and
prevent unfeasible solutions would also improve prediction
accuracy.
VI. CONCLUSION
The application of robotics to assist people for dressing
may be valuable for a society with an aging population.
Safe robot interaction requires tracking of the user which is
often occluded during dressing and in our example of jacket
dressing the elbow is of particular importance. Features to
predict where the elbow is, using regression trees indicated a
strong correlation with the shoulder, hip and opposite hand. A
recurrent neural network model was used to make predictions
of the elbow position and cross-validated across all 12 users
and repeated 20 times to improve statistical power. Using
position-based data the error in elbow position was 4.1cm.
Adding engineered features to the data reduced the error
to 2.4cm. Including orientation information to the data did
not improve the elbow position accuracy. Aggregating the
output of three univariate response models also failed to make
significant improvements in prediction accuracy. Testing with
a Kinect camera was partially successful at tracking the elbow,
reducing the maximum error in the Y and Z axes. Overall this
has been shown to be a valid method to deal with occlusion in
our dataset and may be adapted to other tasks where occlusions
occur.
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